Insolroll’s specialized fabrics for exterior solar screen shades range from 3% to 14% openness to control varying degrees of sun exposure.

Fully enclosed aluminum headbox protects fabric when retracted; available in white, bronze and tan.

Reinforced, welded edges provide increased fabric durability.

110 volt AC tubular motor or crank and gear operator.

Reinforced bracket design for large patio installations

Fabric wrapped teardrop-shaped aluminum hem bar (Cable guide system featuring stainless steel aircraft cable with UV coating shown; deck mount available)

Choice of track or cable guide system to secure fabric.

Aluminum side channel with vinyl insert to increase durability; available in white, bronze and tan.
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Block the sun, not the view

Imagine tempering the sun without blocking the view. Retractable shades, using a densely woven solar screen fabric, roll down to provide protection from the harsh sun. Our unique solar screen fabric allows natural light to enter your home and create an open feeling while still blocking the sun’s heat. Solar screens can be automated with sun and wind sensors to provide total protection for your decor, even when you are not at home.

for your
PATIO
Shade
Comfort
Privacy
Protection from skin damage
Golf ball shield
Glare reduction
Extended hours of use

for your
WINDOWS
Maintain view
Control interior temperatures
Protect valuable furnishings
Reduce cooling costs
Blends with any interior design style

How Solar Screens work:

5–14% of the heat and UV rays enter the window, depending upon fabric density. Solar Screens absorb & reflect up to 95% of the heat, glare, and UV rays.
Imagine tempering the sun without blocking the view. Retractable shades, using a densely woven solar screen fabric, roll down to provide protection from the harsh sun. Our unique solar screen fabric allows natural light to enter your home and create an open feeling while still blocking the sun’s heat. Solar screens can be automated with sun and wind sensors to provide total protection for your decor, even when you are not at home.

**Enjoy your patio even when the sun is setting.**

**Maintain view**
- Control interior temperatures
- Protect valuable furnishings
- Reduce cooling costs
- Blends with any interior design style

**How Solar Screens work:**
- 5–14% of the heat and UV rays enter the window, depending upon fabric density.
- Solar Screens absorb & reflect up to 96% of the heat, glare, and UV rays.
Fully enclosed aluminum headbox protects fabric when retracted; available in white, bronze and tan.

Insolroll’s specialized fabrics for exterior solar screen shades range from 3% to 14% openness to control varying degrees of sun exposure.

Reinforced, welded edges provide increased fabric durability.

Choice of track or cable guide system to secure fabric.

Reinforced bracket design for large patio installations.

110 volt AC tubular motor or crank and gear operator.

Fabric wrapped teardrop-shaped aluminum hem bar (Cable guide system featuring stainless steel aircraft cable with UV coating shown; deck mount available).

Exterior Headbox Finish Options

- White
- Bronze
- Tan

Reinforced, welded edges provide increased fabric durability.

Aluminum side channel with vinyl insert to increase durability; available in white, bronze and tan.